Introduction
Composite and nanocomposite materials belongs to materials with very interesting electrical, optical and mechanical properties. A novel analytical self-made tool -computer modelling software -was developed and electrical properties of these materials were studied in connection with their structural (morphological) properties. 
Models

Discussion -conductivity
From obtained results one can estimate that with increasing arrangement of objects:
• the dispersion of distances between two each nearest objects decreases;
• the number of electric paths grows up;
• the current paths become more shorter and better arranged;
• the number of electrical connections between objects increases;
• the distribution of current values in the structure becomes more uniform.
Hard-sphere model Growth model
Voronoi tessellation cells of structures with different value of relative diffusion zone. Inner figures -distribution of their areas. Low value of volume fraction f v (~ 10 %).
Variance of distributions of distances between neighbours (from nearby polygons and given polygon) vs. degree of arrangement of composite structures with two f v .
Variance of distributions of angles of Voronoi celss vs. degree of arrangement of composite structures with two f v .
Discussion -morphology
• Voronoi tessellation seem to be strong method for morphological analysis of the composite structures.
• Distribution of Voronoi cells areas are sufficient for structures with low volume fractions.
• By the help of distribution of neighbours and angles variance one can distinguish the structures with different degrees of arrangement with higher volume fractions. Acknowledgements. The authors acknowledge the support of the Czech Academy of Sciences, project 1ET400720409. 
